
CREATE A FORMAL PLAN

Establish what you hope to accomplish
through your retreat by listing out

your objectives. This will help serve as
a foundation to build off of when

formulating your retreat itinerary.

PLAN IN ADVANCE

Make sure to plan at least three to
six months in advance in order to

secure reservations for your
preferred time frame. As they say,

the early bird gets the worm.

CREATE A BALANCE

There’s a lot you’ll be attempting to
incorporate into those short

couple days, try not to let one
aspect dominate the rest. There

should be an even balance between
fun and social time, education and

leadership development, and
business strategy.

HOLD YOUR RETREAT ON
WEEKDAYS

In most cases, the usual work
week is Monday through Friday.

Therefore, if you plan your
retreat during that span of time,
there’s a higher likelihood your
employees will want to attend.
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DO'S & DON'TS
T e a m  B u i l d i n g  R e t r e a t

UNDERESTIMATE THE AMOUNT
OF TIME AND EFFORT REQUIRED

If you want your retreat to be
successful, it will need to be well
thought out. Make sure to allot
enough time to handle itinerary

creation, accommodation sourcing,
logistics, coordination and any other

pre-work required to make it a
high-impact experience.

BE TOO RIGID

While it is important to have a
schedule and focus on your

objectives, make sure to allow room
for flexibility. One topic may require

added attention to achieve the
intended outcome, a rigid schedule

can lead to unnecessary stress!

FORGET TO GATHER INPUT
FROM ALL STAKEHOLDERS

Your stakeholders are heavily affected
by your business and invested in your
growth so it’s vital to pay respect to

their opinions. Send out a pre-retreat
survey or hold a meeting in order to

take their perspectives into
consideration when planning the

retreat and its objectives.

DO:

BUILD YOUR BUDGET BEFORE
UNDERSTANDING ALL THE COSTS

There are a lot of hidden costs
associated with an offsite trip such
as transportation, meals, activities,

venue taxes, service fees etc...
Avoid being hasty when creating

your budget or else you’ll run into
financial roadblocks later down the

road.

DON'T:

GET MORE OFFSITE TEAM BUILDING AND RETREAT
IDEAS BY CONTACTING POSITIVE ADVENTURES


